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This is the KBA proposal on Entrepreneurship Training and Support targeting the:

1. Kids (KEPP ages 9 to 15); KEPP stands for KIDS ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROMOTION PROGRAM

2. Teens (TEPP- ages 16- 18) TEPP stands for TEENS ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROMOTION PROGRAM

These are the 2 options

1. About this Proposal

Globally, youngsters have formed companies that have grown and defied their age.
Entrepreneurship is therefore not something that is determined by one’s age.

We have designed this offer so that it spurs an entrepreneurship mindset in the learners as
they develop. We believe that through this intervention, the students will acquire lifelong
skills that will add to the list of good career options to take as well as the possibility of
starting and running businesses even before they complete their studies

2. Why Your School/College Should Consider the Proposal

Entrepreneurship training is commonly encountered by students joining
business schools at university level. If so why introduce it at the school level?

The world over, governments are confronted with rising levels of youth
unemployment including that of school levers and even graduates. There is
therefore growing pressure to confront this challenge and the schools are a good
and natural starting point. Now, entrepreneurship training if done well contains
key aspects that help unleash individual’s natural gift for creativity and to solve
most everyday problems they encounter in society. It can also be a channel for
harnessing students’ knowledge gained when making useful things as part of
their coursework (using wood, metal, fabric, leather, chemicals, computer
coding/design, etc) and convert these into sound business ideas that solve real
world problems.



But, entrepreneurship is not for everybody even though it is well suited and
integral to business education. Although we chose to locate the offering within
your Commercial Department, it is very likely that students from other
departments will find it of interest and should be actively encouraged to
participate as well.



3. What we are Offering

We propose to engage and work with your College/School to help deliver to the
learners on the following:

3.1The Entrepreneurs Club

We propose that the College/School should establish and/or strengthen the
activities of an Entrepreneurs Club to be led from the Commercial Department
but run by students, majority of whom should be drawn from Forms 3 and 5.
These two classes form the core of teens likely to contribute to the Club’s
success for at least 2 years. It is common knowledge that Forms 4 and 6
students shift focus from extracurricular to examinations preparation.

Oversight and coordination of Club activity should be led by the Head of
Department. We expect this to be the point of contact and communication with
ourselves.

3.2Entrepreneurial Competencies

This training is focused on the individual student based on three themes:

 Knowledge about how to get things done especially when resources are
limited or non-existent and under conditions of incomplete information

 Skills such as goal setting/planning, active learning, interpersonal,
negotiating especially for resources and for opportunities

 Attitudes such as proactivity, creativity, adaptability and entrepreneurial
mind set (can do)

3.3Value Creation Activity of the Entrepreneurial Mind

This is the core of the training on entrepreneurship. It is as much about the value
(product) one makes as it is about how one develops as one intelligently
interacts with the environment (needs/problems). Although it captures ideas
about inventions, for the most part, it deals with innovations and novel ways of
solving identified needs/problems.

Although anyone can start a business, only an entrepreneur has the foresight and
insights to start a small business that becomes a global enterprise (Microsoft,
Tesla). None of these invented anything; one just came up with better software
and the other, a better car for the future.



3.4Financial Appreciation and Entrepreneurial Development

Money is the oil that runs the business. Increasingly, a good acquaintance with
money matters at n early age helps one to become free and independent. We
propose to offer the techniques and the tools required to handle money for
oneself and business without the need to be a qualified Accountant (read Strive
Masiyiwa profile).

3.5The Mini Enterprise Development Activity

We propose to introduce the students to the processes one has to go through to
initiate and generate sound business ideas. One or more such ideas can form a
basis for starting and running a mini enterprise with the support and input of
others in the Club and of our Incubation Services.

3.6The Hub/ Incubation Services

As elaborated in our profile, KBA is set out to provide business incubation and
accelerations support services to anyone or a group that has a good business or a
sound business idea.





4. What it will Cost the School/Participants

4.1For support to the Club, we expect the students and the Department to run
their affairs diligently. We will offer support offsite for free and will
invoice for the cost of on site activity per event.

4.2For the core training listed as 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 above, this will be done by
us on site in the course of a one day event. For this, our fees will be
$ 750.00 plus travel. A session will involve up to 50 learners. We can
schedule additional trainings thereafter.

4.3For the item listed as 3.5 above, we will include the theory part during the
core training even at no extra charge. Thereafter, we propose to provide
off site support to the students who show progress with their ideas also at
no extra cost to the stage when we accept the business idea into
incubation. At this stage, we will offer new terms of engagement.

5. The Next Steps

We now invite you considered responses to our proposal with a view to a
successful conclusion of the terms on which we will work with you
College/School for the benefit of the students.

All the participating learners have the chance to participate in the
Student Entrepreneur of Year Competition that takes place in
November annually.

Contact Us:

Email: business@kbabusiness.co.zw

Whatsapp: +263772513426

mailto:business@kbabusiness.co.zw
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